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Developed in Mexico, this simple approach to TV switches a three-gun CRT at field rate.

For the past year, a TV station, XHGC-TV in Mexico City, has been transmitting an experimental color program every Saturday morning. Although this is not unusual, considering the present state of the art in the U.S.A., what is different is that this station is transmitting a compatible color signal using a simple switching technique developed in Mexico.

The new color system, called Simplified Bicolor System (SBS) and shown in block diagram form in Fig. 1, uses a conventional monochrome transmitter with a special camera and associated switching system. The camera is so arranged that during one field interval, the camera output consists of the red-orange components of the scene being televised and, during the other field interval, camera output is the blue-green component. Because monochrome pulse standards are used, the system is compatible.

The receiver is a conventional monochrome unit feeding a three-gun color CRT. There are no chromatic circuits such as required for viewing the NTSC color signal. Instead, the vertical sync signal is used to switch the red and blue-green guns of the color CRT in accordance with the transmitter. Once the field switching is synchronized, there are no other color controls (except preset individual gun brightness) and color saturation is handled by the contrast control.
orthicons, each with its own filter, is used with the outputs switched into the transmitter at field rate.

Although standard monochrome pulses are used in this color system, it is necessary that each vertical picture field be compensated to avoid the “blinking” that would be annoying if one color field had areas of greater brightness than the other. The “blinking” that is caused by differences in color brightness between fields is reduced by using a maximum color saturation of 60% for each individual color field.

The “blinking” that would be produced by unequal average levels in each field is reduced by a compensating circuit. In this circuit, the uncompensated video is applied through a vacuum-tube mixer whose other input is a square wave having a duration of one field. The field level control adjusts the level of the square wave fed to the mixer so that each field output is biased to average the brightness levels. Once this control is set, there are no other chromatic controls required at the transmitter.

**Receiver**

The receiver for use with this color system can be either a conventional black-and-white receiver equipped with a color CRT with its associated color purity components and circuits, but not with any of the usually used chromatic circuits, or a color-TV set with its associated color tube and color purity components and circuits, with the chromatic circuits disabled.

In place of the normally used color signal extraction and processing circuits found in NTSC signal receivers, the electronics for this system consists of an electronic switch operating at field rate (30 cps) synchronized by the vertical sync pulse. The circuit is shown in Fig. 2.

The vertical pulse is amplified by V1 and is used to synchronize 30-cps multivibrator V2-V3. The 30-cps output signal from this multivibrator is amplified by V4 and V5 with the resultant signal used to gate the color CRT on and off (Continued on page 71)
Fig. 2. This is the color switching circuit for the Mexican color system. The color CRT guns are gated in the correct order by a 30-cps triggered multivibrator.
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at the 30-cps rate. When using a conventional color CRT, one amplifier operates the red gun while the other amplifier gates both the blue and green guns connected in parallel. The red gun is operated during the odd number fields while the green and blue guns operate during even number fields.

Once the field switcher is operating and individual electron gun brightness is determined, and the video applied to the three cathodes connected in parallel, color saturation is determined by operation of the set's contrast control.

An experimental circuit has been designed and built that is capable of distinguishing between odd and even fields. The output from this circuit is used to lock the CRT electronic field switch.

Color CRT

To display this two-color system properly, three-gun tubes such as the 21CYP22 whose persistence is approximately 28 milliseconds for the red and 25 milliseconds for the green is used. Such long persistence means that “blinking” of the viewed picture will be reduced. A CRT with a shorter persistence such as the 21FJP22 whose red and green phosphor persistence is approximately 60 microseconds (about 1 horizontal line time) will produce “blinking” of the received picture.

Because the red-orange scan falls on odd number fields and the blue-green scan falls on even number fields, it becomes possible to design a two-color CRT with a screen consisting of red-orange and green-blue stripes alternating from top to bottom of the CRT. Such a tube is under design at the moment and, when operational, is expected to greatly reduce the cost of receivers capable of receiving this latest approach to the transmission of color TV.

This Mexican-developed color-TV system joins the NTSC (American-developed compatible system in use today), PAL (phase-alternate line method of color transmission and reception developed in Germany), and the SECAM (a third color system developed in France). Each of these systems has its good points and each has certain drawbacks.

Although this Mexican system suffers from certain color deficiencies, it appears to use what are probably the simplest circuits of the four systems.

Our thanks to Ing. Jesus Carvajal Sosa who provided details of this system invented by Dr. Guillermo Gonzales Camarena, chief technical advisor for Tele-sistema Mexicano, Mexico City.